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ABSTRACT

We have studied the effect of disorder on the local electronic structure in a model
interface- In particular we follow the evolution of the local density of states with increasing
disorder. To model the disorder we use a supercell approach in which a relatively large and
disordered cluster is periodically repeated in two dimensions so as to form the interface.
The degree of disorder within a given cluster is parametrised by the order parameter of
a nearest neighbor lattice-gas model, in such a way as to interpolate between a perfectly
ordered and a completely disordered interface. Cell configurations are sampled by means
of Monte Carlo simulation of the lattice-gas model. For a given configuration, the local
electronic structure is obtained by means of a Green function technique. An average over
the sample configurations is then performed to obtain the average density of states for
a set of values of the order parameter. We find that as the interface disorder increases
there appears a new and characteristic feature in the local density of states. The relative
weight of this feature grows with increasing disorder. For large band offsets the form of
this feature is similar to that of a two-dimensional band, a fact which suggests that it
might be due to the appearance of interface states.
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1. Introduction

The study of the effect of disorder on the electronic structure of surfaces, overlayers
and interfaces (Kudrnovsky et al 1991, Ganduglia-Pirovano et al 1993, Itoh et at 1993),
whilst of considerable interest in its own right, has been stimulated by current interest
in the role of interface disorder in both the magnetoresistance and the magnetic coupling
in multilayers (Barnas et al 1990, Barthelemy et al 1990, Fullerton et al 1992, Pechan
1994).

In this contribution we investigate the dependence of the layer-resolved density of
states (LDOS) on the degree of interface disorder in a model interface. In order to
account, for the effect of correlations in the atomic distribution we compute the exact
Green function of clusters representative of a given degree of disorder. The average Green
function is then obtained by direct averaging of the cluster Green functions,

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe in detail our model for the
interface and its disorder, In sections 3 and 4 we outline our calculations, and in section
5 we report on our numerical results for two particular systems.

2. The interface

We consider a system composed of two different atomic species A and B. The atoms
are located on the sites of a simple cubic lattice with lattice constant a. To describe the
interface, we decompose a lattice vector R as follows:

R = arx + a.sy + ali, (1)

where z is normal to the interface and r, a and I are all integer numbers. In the perfectly
ordered interface A atoms are located in the layers coresponding to {/ = 0, — 1, -2,...}
whilst B atoms are located at the layers given by {I = 1,2,3,...}.

We describe eacli atom by a single s-orbital and write the tight-binding Hamiltonian

)(R f)

1=0

(2)

where t is the hopping integral, A runs over nearest neighbors, SA is the orbital energy
of A atoms, i s is the orbital energy of B atoms, | R) denotes the orbital at site R,



and the discrete random variables eT,i can take the values EA and £g. This Hamiltoniau
describes diagonal disorder limited to the interface planes I — 0 and / = 1.

In order to fully characterize the model we need to specify the statistical distribution
of eT,o a nd irsi- We can easily specify the two limiting cases of perfect order, which
corresponds to £rso = £A aQd £rai = fs , and totally uticotrelated disorder, in which crsll

and £ra\ take the values £A and EB with equal probability and there is no correlation
between different sites. To construct a class of partially ordered slates we use a binary-
alloy model for the interface layers, as we now describe.

Let Srst be a variable that takes the value —1 if an atom of species .4 occupies the
lattice point (r.sj) and takes the value +1 if an atom of speiies B occupies the site
(r,s,l). Since we are concerned with the interface, here / = 0 or / — 1. W" define a
configuration energy ('* as:

0 =

where the parameters JOi, J , and H are all positive. The ground state of this model

corresponds to the ordered interface. At temperatures much higher than the system

parameters, the model leads to a completely disordered distribution. At intermediate

temperatures the model generates a class of paitiatly ordered states. We may label each

of these states by its order parameter M. defined as:

where .V is the number of spin variables and the angular brackets denote thermal

averages.

We perform Monte Carlo simulations of this alloy model on ;H X m x '2 boxes. For

these simulations we take Joi = 1, J = I, and // = 2. Choosing the temperature for the

simulation we may obtain any value for the equilibrium order parameter M. (We should

emphasize that this temperature has no direct physical meaning other than its leading

to a statistical distribution with order parameter M.) When we have established the

temperature corresponding to a given order parameter. A/', we run a simulation at that

temperature. Once equilibrium is established we take a '"snapshot" of the configuration

at some particular time, we let the simulation run for a tiine bigger than the correlation

time and take another snapshot. This procedure is continued until we have collected a

number of uncorrelated samples, all of which correspond to the same value of the order

parameter, M'. This set of samples is our statistical ensemble corresponding to M".

Given an 171 x 171 x 2 sample we construct an infinite slab by periodic repetition of

the sample in the x and y directions. This slab defines the I = 0 and / = 1 layers of

the whole system in equation (2), i.e. it defines the interface. To perform averages over
the statistical distribution of the random variables £rsj we simple take averages over the
ensemble described above.

We see that every sample gives rise to an interface in which there is translational
invariance in the x — y plane, with an m x m unit cell. In the next two sections we
describe our method of solution for such an interface.

3. Folded Bloch-Wannier representation

In order to take advantage of the translational invariance in the x — y plane we need
to introduce a transformation to a two-dimensional Bloch basis at each layer /. Such
a transformation is not unique. To each basis for the 7Ti2dimensional subspace of a
unit cell there corresponds a Blorh basis. One obvious choice for such a unit cell basis
would be the set of orbitals localized at each site. However, this is not a convenient
representation, as it fails to take into account the -much higher- translational symmetry
of the bulk layers. A better representation can be constructed. This we show in the
following equations in which, for simplicity, we have omitted the layer index /.

The set of vectors

vhere

A = fix + j/2y,

0 < IV, < 171 - 1.

0 < i/2 < m - I,

describe the two-dimensional unit cell.
The set of vectors

where

o <
o <

! < •

ii\ — m —

IX) —

*

i,

i .

(•3)

(6)

(7)

(8)

constitute the Brillouin zone of a finite lattice equal to the two-dimensional unit cell.
The vectors

where

_ " _ ! _ . " 2 .

0 < ni < ; V - 1,

0 < iij < N - 1,

(9)

(10)



span the two-dimensional lattice of clusters.
Finally, the vectors of the Brillouin zone of the lattice of clusters (small Brillouin

zone) are given by

2TT ,TTli ^ J7t2 _ ^

m N N

where

0 < ri?! < N - 1,

(11)

the number of m x m unit cells is iV2, and the total number of sites in a given layer is
N2m2.

An arbitrary two-dimensional lattice point Rj| may be expressed as:

R|l = r + A, (13)

whilst any point K in the full Brillouin zone can be expressed as:

K = k + Q. (14)

The set of vectors Q fold the full zone into the small zone. We define our two-
dimensional basis set as:

| k,Q) = — £V'k'r— ^V ( k + C"'A I r+ A). (15)
r
 m

 A

The basis vector | k, Q) is just the vector | k + Q) folded into the reduced zone.
Before transforming to this new basis we rewrite the Harniltonian "H as

vhere

n = HB + v,

V

(16)

and HQ is the Hamiltonian of a perfectly ordered interface. In the absence of disorder,
V vanishes.

In the new basia, Ho and V become:

E'if
k J=-ooQQ'

'C- ' ; k ) I k -Q;0<k>Q'; '

and

v = E E E VqQ.((,/;k) I k,Q;0(k,Q';; |,
k 1=0 QQ'

(19)

where

HQQ.{1,1, k) = 6QQ. ck+Q,

£l( — 2t(cos kj.Tr/a + cos kyir/a),

and

VQQ.(1,1, k) =

VQQ,(O.O,k) = - ^

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

\>uere we have used the fact that periodicity implies that sTai = e^t-
In a perfect interface, both k and Q are conserved. Interface disorder scatters the

state ] k, Q) into final states with the same k but arbitrary Q.
In a subspace of fixed k, the projection of the unperturbed Hamiltonian "Ho(k) has

the following matrix structure:

/ HA ti
tl HA ti

ti HF ti
ti HB ti

ti ... _
whilst the projection of the perturbation V(k) induced by disorder has the structure:

I ... 0 \
0 0 0

0 V 0
0 V 0

0 0 0

o ... t
The (/,/') entry in the matrices above is itself an m x m matrix with indices (Q,Q').

The matrix / is the identity. Both I1A and HB are diagonal. The perturbation is
restricted to the interface subspace, a fact that allows us to write the interface Green
function as the inverse of a 2m x 2m. matrix, as we discuss in the next section.

4. Green function analysis

V(k) = (26)

We use the retarded Green function Q defined as:

g - I
E

(27)



&

where / is the identity operator, E is the energy, and TJ is a small number. Since the

system Hamiltonian is diagonal in k, so is Q. We denote the projection of Q on the

subspace of wavector k as S(k). It satisfies the Dyson equation:

(28)

vhere

g"(k)= , . , • , , . . (29)

In order to compute the density of states at the interface, it is sufficient to know

the projection of G°(k) on the interface subspace. Let / ' be the interface projection

operator, one finds that:

PQ(k)P= PQ°{k)P + Pga(k)PV PG{k)P. (30)

from where it follows that:
- i

- PVP (31)

and the computation of PQ(k)P has been reduced to the inversion of a 2m x 2m matrix.

The unperturbed Cireen function is diagonal in Q. It has the form

(32)

where <j°(K||) is the Green function computed using the full tratislational invariance of
•HQ, that is, with a single atom unit cell. We recall that K|| is a vector in the full Brillouin
zone. The analytic expression for <j°(K||) is readily found. The inversion in equation
(31) is performed numerically for a set of values of K. The layer-resolved density of
states is obtained from:

1 1 .Q;/) . (33)
* k Q

in the next section we report on our numerical results for two representative values

of the band offset £B — cA

5, Numerical results and discussion

In this section we set the zero of energy at (tA + £B) /2 and express all energies in units
of i. We define the band offset parameter b as the ratio of the band offset to the the bulk
bandwidth, that is, 6 — (sg + £j4)/12i. We have performed calculations for i = 0.25
and 6 = 0.70. In these calculations we take m — 7, we sample 49 points in the small

Brillouin zone, and we average over a set of ten samples for each value of the order

parameter.

In figures (1) through (5) we display de average densities of states at the I = 0

layer. (The densities of states for the I — 1 layer are the mirror reflections of these.)

In these figures, S = 0.25 and the degree of disorder is progressively larger. Figure (1)

shows the density of states for the perfect interface. Hybridization with the B-side of

the interface pushes the maximum value to E = —1.79, away from the center of the A

bulk band, E — —1.50. As disorder increases thre is a transfer of spectral weight to

positive energies. In the completely disordered case the maximum shifts to E = 1.19,

down from the renter of the B bulk band, E — 1.50.

As seen in figures (6) to (10), the change with increasing disorder is more drastic

for S = 0.70. In figure (6) we show the density of states for the perfect interface.

Again, hybridization pushes the maximum from the A band center at E = —4.20

down to E = —4.29. The spectral weight at positive energies is rather small. When

M — 0.25 there appears a sharply defined feature above the A band center, at E = 4,65.

This feature dominates the positive-energy spectrum. Its weight appears to grow with

increasing disorder, but its position remains fixed at E = 4.65. The latter fact leads us

to believe that it should be due to a single defect type, possibly B atoms sitting on the

A side in a locally ordered section of the interface. The narrowness of the peak suggests

that it comes from a two-dimensional band of layer-localized states.

Finally, as a technically relevant point we should point out that we have found that

the density of states of our 7 x 7 samples is already self-averaging. The dispersion of

the sample was found to be small at all energies.

In summary, our results for the local electronic structure of a partially ordered

interface suggest that the local density of states should be a sensitive probe of the

degree of disorder at the interface.
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